Véronique Diligent
SATURDAY, April 25th
From 10.30am to 1.30pm

Albertine

PLEASE NOTE: Payment for the classes is to be made in 2 installments.
1/ Classes: Debit or credit card via the website upon your booking.
2/ Project kit needed for the lessons/workshops: In CASH directly to the teacher at the beginning of your lesson/workshop.

Terms and Conditions:
- The tickets bought online are only valid the stated day/time of the workshop. They cannot be exchanged nor reimbursed.
- Your attendance to any workshop is required at least 10 minutes before it starts. Make sure to scan your tickets at the « Info
Cours et Ateliers » information desk 20 minutes before each workshop.
- Should any ticket not be scanned before the workshop begins, the organizers retain all rights to put it up for sale again.
- Notions/equipment: please check lesson/workshop description to make sure you have brought the adequate
and necessary equipment with you (when stated).

TITLE: Albertine

Duration: 3 hours

Description: A lovely project, not too big and not too small. Wonderful if you want to try needle turn applique or if you are an
expert at it. I will show you how to prepare your piece for applique, and in the class, you will sew down one of the heart, bias,
leaves and hopefully one of the flower.
Kit (to pay to the artist at the beginning of the session): 40€
The kit contains 1.5 mt of background fabric, fabric for the hearts and stems, a selection of fabrics for some of the flowers.
The idea for this quilt is for you to use some of your treasured fabrics…. Pattern for completing the project, a sheet of Mylar
template and a small bottle of Roxane glue.

For this lesson, the students must bring: sewing needles, threads and sharp scissors for fabric and scissors to cut the
plastic template.

